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New Look Same Quality of Service

Following the changes to our branding launched in the newsletter last period,
we’re excited to announce that our new and refreshed website is now live. The
updated site includes changes to look, content and navigation, with drop down
menus for both mobile and desktop versions. We’ve also improved the struc-
ture, so you’ll get more from a quick read. There’s a whole host of smaller but
impactful changes, all to make your experience of the Carpet Care Services site
that much better for you our clients.

Please take a look at carpetcareservices.com.au and join us on Facebook and
Linkedin to keep updated on other information and specials that we have. Click
on the links below to join us.

Meet the Staff What is your name; and your role at CCS?
My name is Anula Randeni and I am the Company Accountant for the total Carpet Care
Services business. I work closely with our clients, contractors and supplier as well as our
internal teams to ensure that we meet our obligations to internal and external clients in
the running of a professional business. I am a member of the Institute of Public Account-
ants (IPA) and have been working in a company accountant role for over 20 years.

How long have you been with CCS & what do you like most about it?
I joined  Carpet Care Services over 10 years ago, working closely to ensure that the
Company is compliant.  I enjoy being able to work closely with our clients and external
organisations to ensure that we meet our requirements and deadlines to all the stake-
holders and have a passion for ensuring our records are accurate.

What is your favourite hobby or pastime?
I enjoy spending time in my garden both relaxing and gardening and getting out with
family and friends

What is your dream job?
We have a coconut plantation in Sri Lanka and when the time is right am looking forward
to returning to help manage this business.

Anula Randeni
Accounts

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/6642677/
https://www.facebook.com/CarpetCareServicesAustralia/


We Don’t Need No Education!!

Nothing could be further from the immortal words of Pink Floyd here at Carpet Care Services. We have many years of
successfully working within educational establishment whether directly or through facilities management companies,
across Sydney and rural New South Wales. Our portfolio of clients spans Universities, TAFE, Public Schools, Private Schools
and Kindergartens.

We recently completed a project for UTS-Insearch based in the city which took some more detailed project management.
We worked closely with the team as they wanted to re-utilise tiles taken from one area and place these in a building across
the city all on the same day. Very careful take up was needed as a large number of tiles had been contact glued (those
layers definitely need education!) as we needed to salvage enough for the new area. We completed this on time and on
budget.

A Cost Effective Solution

We are invited to sites across the Sydney area to provide client quotes to replace flooring in their businesses and homes.
We always explore a range of options with our clients as there are times where although more beneficial for the bottom
line of Carpet Care Services is not the most cost effective for the client. We talk with them about providing a very high
quality deep cleaning of the flooring usually carpet, carpet tiles and vinyl in conjunction with some repair works. We also
talk to them about the multiplier effect in terms of longevity of flooring a concept we have recognised with many of our
long term clients over the years. So what is the “Multiplier Effect”.

(1) Flooring is not an insignificant Cap Ex for any business or household and so the longer life that can be gained the lower
annual cost per square metre.
(2) There is a correlation between the cost of carpet and the longevity this will provides and a definite cost benefit when
depreciated over time.
(3) As the initial outlay on longer lasting carpets is more, postponing this spend by two years on the existing carpet is
enough to mitigate this additional spend and the new carpet will now last longer and so on- “The Multiplier Effect”



Supplying your Flooring - Acoufelt

Acoufelt manufactures products to help make quiet spaces for hospitality, workplace and education. These products
vary from a broad range of carpet tile collections to wall and ceiling paneling materials that all improve acoustics and
visual appeal. They have a commitment to using environmentally sensitive solutions, delivering high performance
and using extensive experience to secure exceptional customer satisfaction.

With over 30 years in architectural design fabrics, textiles and acoustic materials, Acoufelt has developed a strong
understanding of how to reduce noise for the residential, hospitality, workplaces and education spaces. That
knowledge has informed how Acoufelt has developed as a noise reduction business – incorporating materials for all
surfaces, (Floor, Wall and Ceiling), our Acoustic FWC Philosophy™.

The world is changing. Highly globalised business demands increased innovation to remain competitive. In a bid to
increase innovation and creativity, as well as reduce office space costs, many businesses are choosing to implement
open plan work spaces. The theory which we advocate, is that the greater the interactivity and transparency, the
greater the creativity will be within the team. The problem is that as interactivity increases, so does noise and noise
makes it harder to concentrate.

As innovation and creativity increase, the risk is that the inability to concentrate in an elevated noise environment
leads to falling productivity. Going to the local café to take time out to think won’t help. The average café has hard
floor and wall surfaces that, although easy to clean, make the environment extremely noisy as well.
Noise is becoming a problem in hotels and commercial fit-outs as the demand for less expensive construction and
easy to clean surfaces, has led to the use of hard and lighter materials.

When you want a solution for the eyes and the ears - Think Acoufelt | Making Quiet.

* Price stated are per m2 fully installed including carpet and labour.

We work very closely with all our suppliers to constantly update on all the new concepts, ranges and materials available in
the market, which in turn enables us to provide better services and solutions to our clients. We have agreed some preferen-
tial pricing with them on their carpet tile range with details below.

Please contact us on 02 9420 0911 if you require any further information or would like us to show you samples



In the flooring world, carpet is get-
ting softer. Wood is getting more
roughed-up. And vinyl is getting
more luxurious.

Hottest Trends in Flooring

“Luxury vinyl” it isn't a contradiction in terms — it’s the phrase du jour among those who pay
close attention to the materials home buyers are eager to walk on.

“It’s the fastest-growing portion of the industry in the past two years,” according to the World
Floor Covering Association, a trade group based in the United States, which says this flooring
category has developed thanks to extraordinary photo technology that mimics wood (or just
about any other material) so closely that you have to look twice to see that it’s vinyl.

But luxury vinyl is far from the only flooring product that’s drawing consumer attention. Here’s
the NewHomeSource guide to what’s hot underfoot:

Carpet

It’s getting more environmentally friendly and a few manufacturers are creating fibre combina-
tions that take softness to a whole new level, Most manufacturers are making carpet that’s
green. They have factories that do this all across the world. Shaw (Floors) is the only one that
recycles nylon into carpeting, but a lot of companies melt down polyester and make new fibre
over and over. This has resulted in a return to luxury carpets with very soft carpets being pro-
duced cheaper than traditional alternatives. There are products on the market that use three
times the number of fibres than other carpets

In terms of carpet styles, the current favourite probably is a broad genre called cut-and-loop, in
which the pile is partly cut and partly looped to create a sculpted look or pattern. They’re
‘heathered’ and multi-tonal,”a trend is towards a patterned carpet, with a cleaner finish, and
some personality to it.

Flooring preferences tend to vary by region but many are moving toward carpet tiles in com-
mercial spaces and carpet tends to be used in bedrooms, stairs and common areas in strata
buildings.



Wood

With the advent of the “great room” concept that unites kitchen and family rooms into one ex-
pansive space, it’s become common to see hardwoods on kitchen floors. With the great room
plan, having consistent flooring is a big part of that picture, having the space ‘roll.’

A popular route to take with wood floors are the laminate versions,  a thin piece of wood on a
core that’s made of something else. It creates structural stability, so you have less movement
in the floor and it’s less expensive than solid hardwood.”

Preferences in hardwoods are leaning toward darker stains, with a growing interest in grey
tones. The trends are also toward larger planks or toward using multiple-sized planks and to-
ward more exotic species — hickory, cherry, walnut.

Look for more wood floors that have been hand-scraped and hand-textured. In general people
are willing to pay for a new floor, but they want it to look old. It’s like what happened with
blue jeans — making them look worn.

And in a related (and greener) vein, a growing segment of the market is interested in reclaimed
woods, which have been salvaged from older residential flooring or even from old barns.

Bamboo flooring made a big splash in the industry some years back because it comes from an
easily renewable resource and the range is growing starting to be available produced in an ar-
ray of colours and plank widths.

Luxury Vinyl

The “luxury” angle may be a bit of a stretch, but technology
unquestionably has given some vinyls a whole new look. At
its most basic, the process of producing it amounts to taking
a photo of wood and printing it into the significantly less
expensive vinyl flooring, usually in the form of squares or
planks.

But anything you can take a picture of, you can make it
into vinyl tile, it can go into various rooms — some of it
looks like marble and people put it in bathrooms and on
Stairs.

Carpet Care Services have accounts with most manufacturers and can supply and
install all types of flooring with our experienced teams



Come up with a caption for this photo and you could
win an exclusive bottle of wine from the bosses
cellar. All you have to do is send your entry by email
with the heading Caption Competition to
info@carpetcareservices.com.au for your chance to
win!

Entrants must be over 18 years of age and entries
must be received by 22nd May 2017.

Create the Caption

A Family Puzzle

In my family my youngest sibling is 1 and my oldest sibling is 21. And the distance between ages is always 2
years. except a pair of my older sibling, and pair of my younger siblings only have 1 year between them. If the
sum of my older sibling’s ages is 74. and my younger siblings ages add up to 43. How many siblings do I have?
what are there ages? and how old am I?

p.s. my father’s age is the same as twice my oldest sibling’s age plus my youngest sibling’s age. And my mother is one
year younger.



Complete Care Restorations
ABN 14 160 665 396
T 02 9420 0911 F 02 9420 9629
leon@carpetcareservices.com.au

Carpet Care Services Pty Ltd
ABN 89 092 041 248
Unit 4/31-33 Chaplin Dr Lane Cove
PO Box 155 Lane Cove NSW 1595
T 1800 626 564 F 02 9420 9629
ross@carpetcareservices.com.au
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What we do and how to contact us

Carpet Care Floor Coverings Pty Ltd
ABN 12 160 665 387
1800 626 564 F 02 9420 9629
frontdesk@carpetcareservices.com.au


